Using a view control to hide specific data from the user. A record of a higher level of security that the user can view. Appears as a virtual table with settings for limited access control. Put data into strict containers and make sure less data is sent to the server than is actually needed.

A link is called an inference channel. The number of rows in a relationship is determined from Join, project, and select statements. For the benefit of data mining, make sure the cardinality of a relationship is determined.

Sensitive data should be removed from the database to reduce the likelihood of data availability attacks. The number of rows in a relationship is determined from Join, project, and select statements. For the benefit of data mining, make sure the cardinality of a relationship is determined.
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Ensure the configuration management process is repeatable, validate the configuration and reduce change. Make sure a Configuration Management plan is in place to ensure the repeatable implementation of the process.
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Ensure the configuration management process is repeatable, validate the configuration and reduce change. Make sure a Configuration Management plan is in place to ensure the repeatable implementation of the process.